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The last three years have witnessed an increasing interest in the in-rod distribution of resonance absorption and

of temperature. High burnup, especially beyond the 'clasical' limit of 30 GWd/T, is expected to generate uneven

in-rod isotope distributions with consequences for fuel rod integrity and reactor Doppler feedback. There are recent

indications that, even for a freshly loaded uranium-oxide rod, proper account of the U238 in-rod absorption rate

distribution results in a doppler coefficient some 15% lower in magnitude than its routinely calculated value.

Presently a special form of application is made of the Bogart approachfl]. this approach is based on the fact that,

as a fuel rod is filled in from the outside, its resonance capture rate increases monotonically, despite the decreasing

effective capture cross section for the thickening annulus. Bogart used this observation to derive a differential

equation for the in-rod absorption distribution. Presently we capitalize on the idea in a discrete form.

In the absence of burnup experimental data of the kind that may generate information on the in-rod capture and

cross section distribution, Tellier et al.[2] have resorted to Monte-Carlo calculations chosing typical PWR lattice

parameters. When the in-rod distributions mat come out of these MC 'experiment' are corrected near the rod

periphery as suggested by Bogart[3], then the present method yields in-rod distributions that perfectly match the

'experiment'.

The present method is applicable to radially dependent absorber density and temperature. For radially flat density

and temperature oeff for a sub region (r^r^ inside the rod (OJt) is

Where I(r,R) is the resonance integral for the absorber in an annulus extending from r to R.

In order to apply eq. (1), one must know how to calculate the resonance integral for a lattice of (r,R) annular

absorbers. A way of achieving this with the aid of cell codes designed for solid cylindrical fuels is to equate

I(rJR) = I(s) (2)

where

s • radius of a solid cylindrical absorber (3)

The realization of eq. (2) is enabeled by an 1981 article[4], in which (r,R) resonance integrals are equvalenced to

(s) resonance integrals.

The application reported here is in the WMS code. The Tellier "benchmark' lattice specifies typical PWR pin and
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lattice, with temperatures of 27C° all over. The resonance energy range considered for the MC calculation was

1500 to 2.8 eV. The closest duplication of this range, possible with the WIMS group structure, is 1425 to 4.0 eV.

The application yielded, among other, the hystogram of Fig 1. It is to be noted that it well matches the continous

curve given by Bogart[3] as his solution for the 'french benchmark'. At the peripheral 10 v/0 the french MC capture

rate is 30% lower. Bogart[3] has forwarded an argument as to why the MC rate at the peripheral 10 v/0 is expected

to fall 30% short of the correct value.
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Fig 1 • % Resonace Absorption (Accumulative) in U238
Across the Rod of the 'French Benchmark' Lattice

(rod divided into 10 equal-volume sub-zones)
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